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Introducing… Recurve Solutions
Collaborative support for businesses on the grow!
Before we explain what Recurve Solutions is in the business of doing, let’s learn about you.
You are a growing-to-medium-sized company. You sell anything from shelf-stable food
products (think coffee beans, Tetra Pak beverages, cookies, etc.) to hardware (like home
repair kits, window coverings or faucets, etc.), maybe even art supplies or cosmetics.
Your product sells via retail or wholesale -- online or brick and mortar stores -- or both!
Your vendors require that you prepare your products for sale in a particular format:
Brick & mortar stores may want to showcase your product on pallet displays or floor
stand displays, or maybe some kind of boxed variety pack.
Online, you may find sales escalate when you offer subscription kits mixed with
various pre-selected or customer-selected items.
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So things are going great for your business. In fact, they start to go too well. You
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manage to keep up with production but that is taking up all of your time; you need to
outsource retail assembly or need someone to facilitate the order picking, packing and
fulfillment.
Four words light up in your brain: Recurve Solutions does that!
The concept of Recurve was born from Bullseye Packaging Services. Our Bullseye
customers rely on us for our specialty work with the liquor industry, food & beverage
industries and other CPG categories.
Last year, Bullseye identified a need in the Canadian market for customized assistance in
projects that had outgrown a company’s capabilities – that needed a trusted partner in
furthering their growth. Recurve offers support in projects concerning more intricate
details and/or lower volumes than we may typically work with at Bullseye.
Recurve wants to succeed together with you. The better we perform on your behalf, the
more you grow, the more we succeed together.
Call Eira at Recurve Solutions today. Let’s discuss what you have on the go and the kind of
support you seek. We are about doing this together!
403-970-7155 | info@recurvesolutions.ca
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The Appreciation Survey
It's that time of year again!
Dear Wonderful Customers,
It’s raffle time! The perfect time to make a connection with our clients and say THANK
YOU! Without you, we wouldn’t be here and it is always our goal to be your most
dependable co-packer. One that you look forward to working with every day, no matter
the project.
I’m sure by now you have noticed we have two brand new web sites. We have a fresh
new look for Bullseye Packaging Services and another beautiful site for our new sister
company, Recurve Solutions. And we continue to have the honour of adding more
happy Customer Success Stories to both!
As part of our survey this year we’re asking 2 simple questions, so it won’t take up much
of your time AND…
Honestly, who doesn’t want a chance to win a FREE RAFFLE PRIZE BOX? (We’ve got some
new swag in there, too, that we think you’ll love!)
We will draw 3 lucky random winners from the pool of qualifying participants.
You have until midnight, August 31, 2022 so let’s start now!
CLICK HERE FOR SURVEY.
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